Annual
GENERAL MEETING
2021
Monday 14th June
This year’s AGM will be held online. The meeting will begin at 6pm.

2020/21

Annual Review

Attending the meeting
You can access the meeting by visiting the website https://web.lumiagm.com
You will need to first enter the meeting ID, before confirming your username and
password, all of which were provided in your notice of AGM letter or email.
We would urge all attendees to log in an hour early if possible, just in case you
experience any technical issues. If you do experience any difficulties, please
email thewinesociety@lumiglobal.com.
A recording of the AGM will be made available to members after the meeting.
A virtual wine event will be held after the meeting. More details of this can be
found at thewinesociety.com/AGMWineTasting

We look forward to seeing you

Building The Wine Society of the future

Financial and operational summary

Building The Society
of the future
My first awareness of The Wine Society was as a child, staying with
my grandparents for school holidays and seeing The Society’s
Claret and The Society’s Cherry Brandy on the sideboard. Years
later, when I was given membership by a friend, I instantly felt a
warmth and fondness for the organisation; it felt comfortably familiar.
My grandfather was a member of The Society as was my father.
Last year my daughter inherited my father’s share, so continuing the
family involvement. The same sort of story is repeated countless
times over with our members, our suppliers and our staff; long-term
relationships built up over generations.
While, sadly, the Covid-19 crisis has been catastrophic for many
businesses, for us it has provided the catalyst to strengthen The
Society in ways that we couldn’t have imagined at the start of 2020
and created a strong platform from which we can build The Society
of the future for generations to come.

Sarah Evans
Chairman
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Repeated periods of lockdown and the closure of
restaurants and bars have changed the buying
patterns of our members; more wine is being drunk
at home, ordering is more frequent, and we have
benefitted from the huge rise that the whole retail
industry has seen in buying for home delivery.
As you will know, we closed our operations for
two weeks on 23rd March 2020 and restructured
them to enable the majority of our staff to work
from home and the warehouse operations to
continue in a safe socially distanced way.
We saw an immediate upturn in sales as soon
as we were able to reopen which continued
throughout the year.
A happy byproduct of the closure and new
operational process was that we were able to
increase significantly our speed of delivery to
within two days for most orders. We have also
removed extra charges for next-day and Saturday
deliveries within the UK.

Some key financial highlights
include:
• We processed 951,000 orders this year; 40%
more than last year and invoiced 987,000
dozens of wine; 30% more than the prior year.
• Total invoiced sales were 28% ahead of last
year at £143m.
• Variable costs were up by 27% year on year,
reflecting the higher volume of wine sales but
other overheads were down by 1% as costs of
our mailing programme and tastings and events
were slashed.
• Active membership grew from 146,000 to
171,000.
Our CEO, Steve Finlan and his team were able to
accelerate plans to improve our supply chain and
stock management processes. This meant that we
could hold less buffer stocks and move to a ‘just in
time’ stock-holding model for regular wine. This
freed up cash; cash that at the beginning of the first
lockdown we thought we might need to support
the business in the months ahead. As it turned out,
Government support for businesses and our ability
to reopen in April meant that our cash balances
remained strong throughout the year.

Our year
in numbers

951k

orders processed
40% more than last year

£
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28%

increase in sales

-1%

other overheads
significantly down
from last year

25,000

new Society members
171k active members

While, sadly, the Covid-19 crisis has been catastrophic for many businesses, for us it has provided
the catalyst to strengthen The Society in ways that we couldn’t have imagined at the start of 2020
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£500-£600k
current daily delivery
rate (more than double
that of 2019)

232k

bottles packed in
15 days at Christmas

83%

of sales consistently
from website

23rd Dec

Christmas delivery
cut off date

We took advantage of the Government furlough
scheme in the early months but by September we
had repaid all the money that we had received.
We believe that this was an appropriate response.
Similarly, while we initially took the duty and
VAT holidays, these were repaid well ahead of
the deadline.

Warehouse
In our warehouse we made a number of changes
to our operations and to the bottle pick line.
The consequence was an increase in efficiency
which enabled us to cope with the higher demand
that we saw all year. To give an example, in March
2019, we despatched £250k of wine each day.
Today, we are consistently delivering between
£500-£600k. To give an idea of the increased
speed of operations, in 2020 we picked and
packed 232,000 bottles in 15 days at Christmas
compared with 90,000 in 2019, an increase
of 157%.
Demand at Christmas was unprecedented and
despite two shifts in the warehouse scaling up to
24/7 shifts at Christmas, we had to close orders
for member-mixed cases on 13th December
allowing us to focus on whole cases and premixed cases. All other operations were smooth,
ensuring that pre-Christmas delivery was
available right up to 23rd December.

Digital transformation

Of course not all members welcome these changes,
and some continue to want printed offers and telephone
ordering. We have settled into a new rhythm of offers which
will see two Lists per year together with four editions of our
1874 magazine, regional selections, our much-loved Wine
Champions blind-tasting winners and the Christmas gift
guide. Overall, with the increased use of electronic
communication, more wines will be featured during the year
while at the same time improving our carbon footprint by
reducing pages of printed material. Member Services will
continue to be delighted to take orders from members who
do not order online but increasingly their focus will also be
on providing advice on wine, answering complex queries,
providing guidance to members and resolving issues that
members might have.

Perhaps the biggest change of all was the
significant shift away from printed material
towards digital marketing as we replaced most
of our printed offers with emails, posts on social
media and via the Community. Web sales were
consistently 83% of total sales during the year
but we also saw a marked upturn in time spent
browsing the website and looking at the content
and reading digital articles.

Leaving the EU
The Society saw unwelcome changes that followed our
exit from the EU. The biggest issues that we have faced
related to wine destined for members in Northern Ireland
where, on 31st December and with no warning, alcohol
became a prohibited substance for parcel carriers to supply
to Northern Ireland. We worked hard to get a solution in
place and began delivering wine again in February. It’s fair
to say that trade is anything but frictionless!

CHAIRMAN ’S REPORT

Our year
in numbers

As an importer of wine from the EU there is no doubt that
there is greater complexity following Brexit. Fortunately,
we were well prepared and helped our suppliers be Brexit
ready as well. There are some delays caused by the time
taken for wine to clear customs and a shortage of trailers in
Europe which has led to the whole supply chain being out
of balance. We expect this to start to normalise and, though
the processes and associated costs are an irritation, they
are not a disaster.
Taken together, The Society has come out of the year
financially stronger and with more robust and efficient
operations and processes. We have a strong base from
which we can make the investments needed in the years
ahead and cash reserves that will fund those investments
without the need for borrowing.

New 1874 magazine, released in print and online
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90+

online events

c7,000

members participating

75

different wineries
involved

16

different countries
represented in our
online events
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Tastings and Events

Supporting our suppliers

The Covid-19 restrictions meant an immediate
cessation of the tasting programme. It quickly
became apparent that face-to-face events would
not restart for an extended period so our team set
about redesigning a programme of events that
you could join from home, making use of social
media channels, webinars, Zoom calls and our
online Community.

While the headlines have been dominated
in recent months by Covid-19, we shouldn’t
forget other significant events which have
happened this year including the catastrophic
fires in Australia and the US and the horrific
explosion in Lebanon on 4th August which
injured 6,500 people and had a devastating
impact on hundreds and thousands.

Our growers and winemakers responded with
enthusiasm to joining our online events from their
wineries. These, together with mini masterclasses
and, more recently, food and wine matching and
‘Takeaway’ events have created an exciting and
diverse programme for members.

When we asked our growers and winemakers
how we could help, the universal response
was that if we could encourage members to
buy more of their wines this would help
realise much-needed cash to help them
through the crisis. And so came about two
email and social media campaigns asking
members to
support by buying
Australian and
Lebanese wines,
and featuring
special mixed
cases sold at
reduced prices.

Almost 7,000 members have joined over
90 online events this year, during which we
welcomed winemakers from 75 wineries in
16 different countries.
Online events are certainly here to stay, and we
are actively planning how they will sit alongside
more traditional ‘face-to-face’ tastings once
restrictions are lifted.
One of the earliest innovations was ‘A Glass with
Marce’ with buyer Marcel Orford-Williams opening
a bottle or two at home and telling us about the
grape variety, the grower, the terroir and the wine
itself. Helped by his son’s technical and editing
skills, these videos quickly became cult viewing!

Marcel Orford-Williams filming ‘A Glass With Marce’ from
home (Instagram account @marcelthewinebuyer)

In September 2020 we held our AGM as a wholly
online event and were joined by 480 members.
I admit to having had mixed feelings about a
virtual AGM thinking that it might have felt stilted
and disengaged without the presence of
members in the room and a tasting afterwards.
But I was entirely wrong, and the meeting was a
success in large part because holding it virtually
enabled members from all over the country to
join. With uncertainty over continued lockdowns
we are planning to hold our 2021 AGM virtually
and are currently busy planning what we hope will
be an informative and fun event.

We were delighted with members’ response
with the Lebanese wines selling out in hours,
causing us to go back to the suppliers for
more. Overall, we sold the volume of
Lebanese wine we would usually sell in one
year in just 48 hours.
We took the same approach in the autumn
to support winemakers hit by the Covid-19
lockdowns, many of whom had been badly
affected by the closure of restaurants, an
important market for them. The result was
‘Backing our Best Growers 2020’, in which
we showcased over 60 wines from more than
30 of our most popular producers. As before,
we were delighted with members’ response
which saw total sales of £4.3m.

CHAIRMAN ’S REPORT

Our year
in numbers
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When The Society was founded in 1874 one of its founding
objectives was to find, and offer to members, wines which
‘were hitherto unknown or but little known in this country’.
2020 saw us continue our Bin Series of limited wines which
fit this description to perfection. Grape varieties such a
xinomavro, furmint and encruzado have challenged the
pronunciation, delighted the palate and sit firmly within our
desire to help members to explore new wine regions and
varieties. They have been a roaring success and despite
limiting bottles per member, all have sold out very quickly.
I apologise to members who missed out on these. Exciting
plans are afoot as we continue these releases.

Supporting our staff
It has been an extraordinarily difficult year for everyone
and it’s hard to imagine how people have coped with the
demands of work, family, home schooling, isolation and
bereavement. Our own staff are no different. While those
in the warehouse have continued to come in each day,
the vast majority of our staff have been working from
home. Those coming to work have adapted to very robust

CHAIRMAN ’S REPORT

Despite all the disruption we were able to offer an impressive
range of wines; both regular wines and wines sold en
primeur. In all, around 20,000 members bought wines en
primeur and we were able to offer wines from new regions
as well as the more classic ones.

And it’s not only wine. In October we put together an offer
of exceptional malt whisky, the first in our Reserve Cask
Selection series. This 1989 Highland Malt was drawn from
our own stocks.
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We have focused on supporting our employees with
practical help and support with well-being and mental
health. Two members of staff created our ‘Wellness
Warriors’ mid year and have done an extraordinary job of
connecting our remote workers with one another and the
business with regular business updates, staff contests,
yoga sessions, activities for kids and breaks for parents,
all conducted online.

Wine

Staff even dreamt up a new socially distanced physical
challenge to raise money for charity. Dozens of colleagues
walked, ran, cycled, swam and even danced their collective
way across the equivalent distance of Stevenage to
the Napa Valley, raising £1,873 for MIND and £1,105 for
The Drinks Trust.

Membership

Covid-19 restrictions and ways of working. The warehouse
team demonstrated an amazing willingness to do whatever
it takes to get the wine out to members – antisocial shifts,
night and weekend working, new operations and processes
– a very special group of people.
Member Services has struggled at times with the technology
supporting home working not being as robust as we would
wish leading to longer times to answer phone calls and
emails. It is also a team which thrives on personal contact
and the ability to bounce an idea or query off a colleague;
not so easy to do when you are working remotely.

Perhaps one of the most significant effects of the
restrictions this year is the increase in our membership.
A combination of 25,000 new members, lower rates of
lapsing and over 31,000 previously lapsed members
starting to purchase again, has seen overall active
membership grow by 17% from 146,000 last year to 171,000
at the end of the financial year. In the context of the history
of The Society, which has seen average growth of about
3% per annum, the growth this year has been huge.
Growing the active membership is essential in a vibrant,
sustainable business and we have been delighted to
welcome new and returning members while recognising the
continued phenomenal loyalty of our existing members.
We thank you for your support.

New-look membership pack
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Committee
Covid-19 restrictions have meant that it hasn’t been
possible to meet members who are interested in co-option
to the Committee, though we will schedule meetings with
you as soon as we can.
Shortly before the March 2020
lockdowns we invited Ben Dreyer to
join the Committee as a co-optee
and I am delighted that he joined in
September. Ben is the Operations
Director at Boden and has long
experience in warehousing, logistics,
IT and telephony; all of which are
critical areas of focus for us over the
next few years.

The Society of the future

Ben Dreyer

All Committee and subcommittee meetings this year have
been held virtually and I would like to thank everyone
involved for their patience and focus. We’ve all had to
learn a different way of doing things and though it’s hard
to create and maintain a ‘team dynamic’ remotely, our
meetings have been as effective and engaging as always.
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Whether the changes that we have seen this year in
membership, buying frequency and volume are permanent
or not, only time will tell. What is apparent is that, as a
member organisation with a clear proposition of quality and
value, The Society has extraordinary resilience which will
be enjoyed by generations of members to come.
The full financial statements with all the notes to the accounts
are available online at thewinesociety.com/Annual
Alternatively, call Member Services on 01438 741177 to
request a copy.

Chief Executive’s statement:
Looking ahead

Steve Finlan
Chief Executive Officer

As I think about 2021 and the next few years of delivering
our strategy, I feel both proud and grateful for a fabulous
team of people at The Society. The energy, commitment
and can-do attitude of my team has enabled the business
to develop in a way I could not have imagined a year ago,
finding creative and agile ways to provide fabulous wine
and great service to our members.

As I write, our new website is in final testing and will launch
in the spring. Our staff are now being trained and they are
excited by the ease of use and additional functionality
that the site will provide, giving us the chance to introduce
new services and a more responsive and personalised
experience for members. Our former site, built in 2008,
served us very well, but highlighted how easy it is for homebuilt systems to fall behind the rapid pace of technology
development. The launch is very much a ‘phase 1’, and
additional phases will continue to build our capability to
serve members better.
We plan to build Warehouse 5, starting in August and opening
for business in September 2022. It is inefficient to operate a
warehouse over its capacity, as we have had to do for a
number of years now. This situation has been compounded
by high demand during 2020, making the need for this new
warehouse greater than ever. Warehouse 5 will provide the
space and the technology to improve the flow of goods and
get more wine, more quickly to our members.

CHIEF E XECUTIVE’S STATEM ENT

I am proud to have been part of
The Society as it has gone from
strength to strength against a
rapidly changing background

This year I will be retiring from the Committee. I was coopted in 1998 and elected to the Committee in 1999, taking
over as Chairman in 2009. Through that period we have
seen extraordinary changes in the market in which we
operate and I am proud to have been part of The Society
as it has gone from strength to strength against a rapidly
changing background. It has been a huge privilege to serve
on the Committee and as Chairman and I should like to
thank all staff and Committee members, past and present,
for their help, support and passion for The Society. I will
miss being involved with the exciting new strategy ahead
but look forward to watching from the sidelines. The new
Chairman will be appointed immediately after the AGM and,
at the time of writing, the Committee is actively discussing
who to appoint.

Liz Cerroti, whom many of you will know as our Director of
Sales and Experience, summed it up very neatly: ‘I’ve seen
more rapid change, adaptation and progress than at any
time in my 30+ years at The Society: exciting, eye-opening,
stressful and rewarding.’
High demand for wine and a prudent approach to costs has
resulted in a healthy cash balance and we are better placed
to make the significant investments required to modernise
our Society. The pressure of trade during 2020 highlighted
just how fragile our infrastructure is and how important it is
that we complete our programme quickly.
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Our website accounts for more than 80% of our sales and
the launch of a new site means that we can accelerate
our digital plans. This is about so much more than just a
website, and we plan to use the latest technology to tailor
the member experience and make it more relevant and
personalised, however you choose to shop with us. Whilst
our future is digital, we must also recognise that we have
many members who choose more traditional methods to
enjoy their membership and we will continue to provide a
great service across all channels.

A good example of what we need to do is in the area of
Member Services. Currently our team does a magnificent
job of operating an outdated and inefficient system, but
now we plan to lease the most up-to-date technology so
that we can provide the best possible experience for
members but leave the future-proofing of the system to
the experts rather than trying to build it ourselves. Planning
is already underway and a new system will be launched
in 2022.

We have already reduced our print output in 2021 and are
becoming energy self-sufficient with additional solar panels
on our warehouse and innovations in heating and lighting
across the business.

These are the physical improvements we have started, but
there is a lot more work to complete to fully modernise and
develop the business.

The Society will continue to grow
and develop, whilst retaining the
values and strengths that have
made us successful over many years
12

But of course, it is wine that sits at the heart of The Society
and makes us such a special business. Our buyers are
itching to get back to the vineyards but have done a
fabulous job in 2020 innovating and finding great wines
from across the globe. It is in crises that the strength of our
partnerships with our winemakers comes to the fore. They
themselves have spent more time in their vineyards, with
the solace of nature as company. This will herald some
fabulous wine coming members’ way, and potentially some
more new en primeur offers. Perhaps more importantly,
it has further strengthened our bonds of mutual support,
from them to us and onwards to you.
We have much to do in 2021, and it will be an exciting year.
We are working incredibly hard to improve your experience
with us and to ensure that you get the most out of your
membership. We turn 150 in 2024 and this year we will be
firming up some plans to mark the occasion.

The Corporate Social Responsibility agenda is increasingly
important to members and, whilst we have a good track
record in some areas, we now have a clear plan outlining
the commitments and targets we want to set for The
Society. This is not the place to provide full details, but we
have a simple philosophy – to champion the joy of wine
for today and tomorrow, providing great-quality wines to
members in a way that is good for our people, our growers
and our planet. More details will follow.
We have welcomed some terrific new people to supplement
the talent we already have at The Society; not just in the
Executive Team, but across Operations, Supply Chain and
Logistics, Marketing, Digital, Finance and Human Resources
as well. This blend of existing and new talent will ensure
that The Society will continue to grow and develop, whilst
retaining the values and strengths that have made us
successful over many years.

CHIEF E XECUTIVE’S STATEM ENT

We are replacing nearly all of our Information Technology.
This is a huge undertaking, but we must create strong
foundations where it becomes easy for us to keep pace
with technology developments and add new applications
and services. Our system foundations are simply not fit for
purpose any longer: they are complicated, paper-based,
break down regularly and create many issues for us and for
members. The big projects will be a new system to operate
our warehouse, a new data management system and a new
core operating system for the business (ERP).

The Wine Society is a very special business where
winemakers, staff and members feel very much like one
team, celebrating a mutual joy of wine. This feeling has
strengthened through a very difficult year and illustrates
just how relevant it remains to be a mutual organisation in
the 21st century.

Buyers’ reports
Image from buyer Matthew Horsley’s Instagram account
@matthewthewinebuyer

Read our wine buyers’ regional reports online at
thewinesociety.com/Annual
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Six teams around The Society share some of their highlights of 2020,
and what they’re looking forward to working on in the year ahead.

Liz Cerroti

Director of Sales and Experience
We’d talked about doing virtual
tastings before 2020, but who
could have predicted how many
we’d suddenly find ourselves
organising? We’ve brought together
growers and members – and
shared the joy of wine tasting
together – with more different
members participating than for
our usual physical formats and
from every corner of the UK
(and indeed abroad).

Anna Spooner hosting a virtual tasting event
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Rhod Williams

Rachel Finn

Karen Coates

A new site, a new infrastructure,
and that’s just the start. We have
continued to develop these key
projects in 2020 while facilitating the
entire business to work from home
and maintain service to members.
The infrastructure upgrade work
taking place this year to improve the
network resilience, capacity and
speed will be very noticeable to all;
with more subtle changes being
made in the background to build the
strategic foundations for the future.

2020 saw us make about three
years’ worth of marketing progress
in one year! We worked hard to
make the switch from selling wine
to entertaining our members as well,
whether through Discovery emails
and online content, live events,
buyers’ Instagram channels or our
other social media.

We set new records in 2020,
transforming our operation to meet the
challenge of increased demand while
placing staff safety front and centre.
Efficiency has been increased, but
there is still more to do in 2021, such
as reducing paper, installing more
solar panels, improving stock
management and moving to new
systems; and of course, a new
warehouse is now on the way.

Head of Information Technology

Chief Operating Officer

Head of Marketing

We look forward to bringing
members even more entertaining
and engaging experiences this year
with bigger and better campaigns,
including the launch of our beautiful
and (hopefully) very tempting
quarterly magazine, 1874. It’s been
a huge team effort, and the people
involved have worked so hard to
bring members something we hope
they’ll really enjoy.

An online ‘International’ blending session
with Javier Sanz, winemaker at La Rioja Alta.
Image from buyer’s Instagram account
@pierrethewinebuyer

Pierre Mansour
Director of Wine

Louisa Peskett

Supporting growers and deepening
relationships, maintaining a broad
range and managing a huge amount
of work remotely… it was quite the
year in Buying. In 2021, we will
continue to do more of this, bringing
members the best of the world’s
vineyards. The project I’m most
excited about this year is the work we
are doing to prepare something quite
special for 2024 when The Society
celebrates its 150th birthday.

I’m so proud of my team, they really
rose to the challenge to keep the wine
flowing when little was predictable.
Galvanised into action, they helped
one another and maintained their
composure and sense of humour.
There is plenty to work on in the year
ahead, and I’m particularly keen to
provide a better Christmas
for members while we build the new
warehouse. This year everyone
deserves a fabulous Christmas!

AROUND THE SOCIET Y

What a difference
a year makes

Merchandising Manager
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FINANCE REPORT

Ken Brown

Ken Brown, Chairman of
the Finance Subcommittee

As we entered 2020, none of us could have foreseen the
enormity of the challenges that lay ahead. As we stand
today, with the country hopefully on a path back to
normality, The Society’s balance sheet is in very good
health and with the benefits of a year of significant learning,
particularly in digital engagement, we are reviewing and
refining our strategic investments for the years ahead.
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One other significant piece of financial work undertaken
this year, on the advice of our recently appointed auditors
and tax advisers, was that The Society carried out a
detailed review of its tax filing status. The Society
historically provided for UK corporation tax on all of its
profits. As a result of this review, which included lengthy
correspondence with HMRC and a detailed analysis of
HMRC guidelines, The Society has this year concluded that
it should prepare its accounts on the basis that it carries on
a mutual trade with its members for tax purposes. As such,
the surplus arising from the mutual trade will fall outside the
scope of UK corporation tax. The Society will remain
subject to corporation tax in relation to profits or losses

from non-member transactions, such as business rent
income and bank interest. While no adjustment has been
made to the comparative statements, The Society will file
its tax returns on the same basis of mutual trading for all tax
years that remain open with HMRC.

Profit and loss account
Prolonged closures of the on-trade market increased
demand for home delivery, which resulted in a 14% rise in
cases per member. We also achieved a steady rise in active
members, as our online and social media presence and
member reactivation strategies took effect; we finished the
year with 171k active members, up 17%. The average case
price also enjoyed a modest rise, up 3% on 2019. As a
result, gross revenue of £143m (2019/20 £112m) was up
28% on last year.
Tastings and events receipts were, not surprisingly, down
81% as we were forced to suspend physical events. Much
thought is now going into how The Society engages with
members in future across both physical and digital events,
to benefit from the positive learnings from the online tasting
experiences that were such a big feature of the last year.
The evolution of The Society’s sales channels continues,
and online sales rose again as a proportion of total sales,
representing 72% by value in 2020/21, further reinforcing
the importance of our online proposition.
En primeur sales reported in our statutory accounts,
are based on the wines that are available for delivery to
members (primarily the 2017 vintages) which were down 5%
on the prior year, as the 2017 vintages in Bordeaux and the
Rhône were somewhat less sought after than the prior year.

Looking forward, we will have the impact of the very strong
2018 and 2019 vintages in Bordeaux to come, as well as
the effects of broadening our en primeur ranges to other
regions (the likes of Austria, Brunello, Madiran, Vintage Port
and South Africa); the demand for these new offerings has
been particularly pleasing. New en primeur sales invoiced
this year were up 9% on last year, which in turn were up
26% on 2018/19, so we will see very strong en primeur
results coming though over the next two years in our
statutory reporting.
Gross profit margin of 21.3% was marginally up on last
year (2019/20 20.7%), due largely to a combination of
sales mix and economies of scale in delivery costs.
Administrative expenses were low despite the increased
activity levels, as hard copy marketing expenditure was
tightly managed, and physical tastings and international
travel were suspended. We should expect to see an
increase in administrative costs next year as we return
to more normal operations and our buyers make overdue
visits to meet producers in the regions they cover. However,
there are many learnings from this year and we hope to
retain a number of the cost efficiencies.
Profit before tax of £7.6m compared with £1.6m last year.
After applying losses on the revaluation of defined benefit
pension obligations of £2.4m (2019/20 £0.7m), The Society
reported a comprehensive gain attributable to members of
£5.1m (2019/20 £0.9m).

Balance sheet
Fixed assets increased by £1.8m this year with the
capitalisation of expenditure on enhancements to the
IT infrastructure as well as software development costs
for the new website to be launched in 2021. Assets under
construction include website development costs and costs
in respect of preparatory work for the new warehouse.

FINANCE REPORT

Finance report

Stock levels decreased by £4.1m to £43.5m, reflecting
the significant efforts made to improve efficiency in the
warehouse and run a more effective ‘just in time’ stock
holding model for regular wine.
Cash of £23.0m (2019/20 £13m) reflected the overall
strong performance and allowed The Society to make a
contribution of £1.75m towards reducing the defined benefit
pension scheme deficit. The strong cash position leaves
us well placed to continue to execute on the strategic plan,
including re-starting the investment in the new fifth
warehouse. These investments should see an ongoing
enhancement of services to members and reduced
expenditure on outside storage.

Dividends, capital and reserves
For the first time in several years, the Committee resolved
to declare a dividend for the year; the dividends have been
appropriated to members’ Accumulated Profit and Sales
Discount accounts. The overall shareholders’ funds of
£41.4m (2019/20 £35.4m), leave The Society in good
financial health.
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SUM MARY FINANCIAL STATEM ENTS

We have examined the summary
financial statements included within
the Annual Review for the year ended
29 January 2021, which comprise the
Balance sheet as at 29 January 2021,
the Profit and Loss account, and Cash
Flow Statement for the year then
ended; and the notes to the summary
financial statements.
Respective responsibilities of the
committee and the auditors
The committee are responsible for
preparing the Annual Review, which
includes information extracted from
the full annual financial statements
of The International Exhibition Cooperative Wine Society Limited for
the year ended 29 January 2021.
Our responsibility is to report to you
our opinion on the consistency of
the summary financial statements,
included within the Annual Review, with
those full annual financial statements.
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This statement, including the opinion,
has been prepared for and only for
the Society’s members as a body and
for no other purpose. We do not,
in giving this opinion, accept or
assume responsibility for any other

purpose or to any other person to
whom this statement is shown or
into whose hands it may come save
where expressly agreed by our
prior consent in writing.
Basis of opinion
Our examination involved agreeing
the balances disclosed in the
summary financial statements to
the full annual financial statements.
Our audit report on the Society’s
full annual financial statements
describes the basis of our opinion
on those financial statements.
Opinion
In our opinion the summary financial
statements are consistent with the full
annual financial statements of The
International Exhibition Co-operative
Wine Society Limited for the year
ended 29 January 2021.

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Chartered Accountants and
Statutory Auditors, Watford
13th April 2021

Profit and loss account

Balance sheet

For the year ended 29 January 2021
		
Gross Revenue
Less: Value Added Tax
Revenue
Cost of sales
Gross profit
Administrative expenses
Operating profit
Other income and charges
Movement in fair value of forward currency
contracts
Exceptional item
Profit on ordinary activities before taxation
Taxation
Profit after taxation
Other comprehensive income
Loss on defined benefit obligations
Total comprehensive gain for the year
attributable to the members

2020/21
£’000		
143,243		
(22,786 )
120,457 		
(94,787 )
25,670 		
(18,581 )
7,089
103 		

2019/20
£’000
111,658
(17,422 )
94,236
(74,721 )
19,515
(18,701 )
814
133

387 		
-		
7,579 		
11		
7,590 		

(310 )
1,350
1,987
(399 )
1,588

(2,441 )

(652 )

5,149 		

936		

Memorandum
of appropriation
		

2020/21
£’000
7,590		
(2,591 )
4,999 		

		
Profit after taxation
Dividends appropriated during the period
Retained profit

2019/20
£’000
1,588
1,588

As at 29 January 2021
		
Plant property and equipment
Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
		
Current liabilities
Net current assets
Non current liabilities
Total assets less liabilities excluding pension liability
Pension liability
Deferred tax on pension liability
Net assets including pension liability
Capital and reserves
Share capital
Share premium account
Accumulated profit account
Sales discount account
“A” shareholders reserve fund
Profit and loss account
Shareholders’ funds

2020/21
£’000
12,010 		

2019/20
£’000
10,171

43,549 		
17,961 		
23,032 		
84,542		
(47,772 )
36,770 		
(6,225 )
42,555 		
(1,171 )
- 		
41,384 		

47,621
14,404
12,968
74,993
(42,954 )
32,039
(6,495 )
35,715
(429 )
73
35,359

9,126 		
5,155 		
14,738 		
9,704 		
12		
2,649 		
41,384 		

8,659
4,676
14,649
7,272
12
91
35,359

SUM MARY FINANCIAL STATEM ENTS

Report of the independent auditor to the
members of The International Exhibition
Co-Operative Wine Society Limited

The financial statements were approved and authorised for issue by the Committee on 13 April 2021
and signed on its behalf by: E S Evans, Chairman, S Finlan, Chief Executive Officer, K Brown,
Chairman of the Finance & Risk Subcommittee, V Steadman, Secretary
The accompanying accounting policies and notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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For the year ended 29 January 2021 		 2020/21
			 £’000		
Profit before taxation		
7,579 		
Depreciation and loss on disposal of plant property and equipment		
865 		
Other income and charges		
(103 )
Movement on non-basic financial instruments held at fair value through profit and loss		
(387 )
Additional employer contributions over amounts charged to profit and loss		
(1,707 )
Decrease/(increase) in inventories 		
4,072		
(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables		
(3,749 )
Increase in liabilities 		
5,212 		
Cash from operations 		
11,782 		
Income taxes paid 		
Net cash from operations 		
11,782

2019/20
£’000
1,987
839
(133 )
310
(1,217 )
(7,044 )
3,317
2,095
154
(82 )
72

Cash flows from investing activities			
Purchase of plant property and equipment		
(2,704 )
(1,640 )
Rent received		
93		
81
Interest received		
17		
76
Net cash from investing activities		
(2,594 )
(1,483 )
Cash flows from financing activities			
Shares issued to new members		
958		
612
Shares cancelled		
(82 )
(78 )
Net cash from financing		876
534
Net change in cash and cash equivalents		
Cash and cash equivalents at start of year		
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year		
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10,064
12,968
23,032

(877 )
13,845
12,968

For the year ended 29 January 2021
Principal accounting policies
The International Exhibition Co-operative Wine
Society Limited was incorporated in England in
1874 and is registered under the Co-operative
and Community Benefit Societies Act 2014.
It is domiciled in England. Its principal activity
is the buying and selling of wine, spirits and
other beverages.
The financial reporting framework that has been
applied is applicable law and United Kingdom
Accounting Standards, including Financial
Reporting Standard 102 – ‘The Financial Reporting
Standard Applicable in the United Kingdom and
the Republic of Ireland’ (FRS 102). The financial
statements have been prepared on the historical
cost basis except for the modification to a fair
value basis for certain financial instruments.
The Committee has reviewed the principal
accounting policies and considers they are
the most appropriate for The Society.
The financial statements are presented in Sterling
and all values are rounded to the nearest thousand
pounds (£’000) except where otherwise indicated.
The inventory and working capital notes are
highlighted as these are the largest items on the
balance sheet.

Inventories
		
Inventories consist of goods
purchased for resale, held as follows:
In bond and overseas
Duty paid
		

2020/21
£’000

2019/20
£’000

42,149
1,400
43,549

45,848
1,773
47,621

Trade and other receivables
		
Trade Debtors
Deferred tax
Other receivables
Prepayments and accrued income
		

2020/21
£’000
664
213
17,084
17,961

2019/20
£’000
877
193
225
13,109
14,404

Liabilities
2020/21
		
£’000
Current:
Payments received on account from members 2,238
Trade creditors
17,804
Deferred tax
Corporation tax
32
Other taxes and social security
5,032
Other current liabilities
140
Accruals and deferred income
22,355
Fair value of foreign exchange contracts
171
		
47,772
Non-current:
Accruals and deferred income
6,225
		
6,225

2019/20
£’000

SUM MARY FINANCIAL STATEM ENTS

Notes to the financial statements

Cash flow statement

2,273
16,716
164
72
3,722
125
19,324
558
42,954
6,495
6,495
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THE SOCIET Y ’S COM M IT TEE

I spent my career in an international law firm.
The Society is the most wonderful institution;
there is no better place from which to buy
wines. Serving on the Committee is an
extremely enjoyable privilege.

I started my career at Deloitte, before
going on to work across a variety of
digital engagement, marketing and
transformation roles. During the London
Olympics, I developed the strategy for
the Mayor’s international marketing
programmes, and in 2017, I set up
Agensi, a digital strategy consultancy.

Ken Brown

Ben Dreyer *

Alan Black

I have over 30 years’ experience in
investment banking and accountancy, and
board experience in e-commerce. I am
passionate about the range and quality of
wines our buyers select and the unique
range of services we offer as a memberowned mutual.

Paula Carter
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Eleanor de Kanter

I have been an enthusiastic and active
member of The Society for 30 years. I love
discovering new wines and membership of
The Society gives me a constant source of
suggestions and inspirations. This year I have
been introduced to the joys of Greek wine
and online wine tasting. Digital channels,
governance and spreading the word about
the Society are my particular areas of interest
on the Committee.

I have more than 25 years’ experience
in international retail strategy and
operations. My expertise is in the
management of operations, IT and
digital within a dynamic, mid-size
company. I am a longstanding member
of the Wine Society and am delighted
to contribute beyond buying the
excellent wines.

Sarah Evans

I bring expertise in accounting and
governance and my job is to lead the
Committee. I love that, as a mutual, we
focus on members ahead of maximising
profit. My wine tastes are broad and my
cellar is full of wines from the Rhône,
Burgundy and the USA.

Steve Finlan*

Mohammed Haque*

As a lifelong retailer, I am excited about our
journey to become a modern, digital brand;
one that builds on our values and traditions
and one that places great wine at the heart
of everything we do.

I have experience working predominantly
with digital media businesses as a CFO for
an esports business. My passion for wine
began during a period working in California,
one of my favourite regions, along with
Champagne and Australia. It is a privilege
to combine my professional and personal
passions in this role with The Wine Society.

T homas Foster*

My background is growing consumer
businesses, with experience in commercial
strategy, product development and
marketing. I believe in the power that a
brand with real purpose and a distinct
position has to offer; qualities The Society
has in abundance. It is in my view the best
source of high-quality, great value wines
you can find.

Mike T hompson

As a classically trained marketeer I’m
passionate about differentiation and the
inherent strengths we have in our values as
a mutual. I continue to learn about wine and
I’m currently enthusing about the wines of
Spain, and rediscovering the Rhône.

Ricard Giner-Sariola

Tim Wright

I have over 20 years’ experience of working
in international education marketing, with
a strong background in digital. Quality,
value and mutuality are my favourite
Society strengths, and I love all good wine,
especially Priorat, Rioja, Piedmont, Rhône
and Burgundy.

I have worked for over 35 years in retail and
finance. My specialism is in human resources
and I also have experience in corporate
governance, pensions, finance, property
and marketing. I have a longstanding love
affair with the Roussillon area, its Catalan
culture and, of course, its wines.

Key to subcommittee membership
Appointments & Remuneration

Risk & Compliance

Committee correct at year end 2020/2021 - 29 January, 2021

Finance

THE SOCIET Y ’S COM M IT TEE

The Society’s Committee

Chairman

Chair of subcommittee

* Co-opted member
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